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Introduction to Image Compression 

Goal: 

 Find an alternative representation to reduce storage space 

 

Classifications: 

 Lossless  

 Lossy 

 Spatial domain    - Original image is used directly 

 Transform based - Obtain coefficients that are easier to code 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Code symbols with higher probability of occurrence with fewer bits 

 

 

 

 



Performance Measures 

 Compression Ratio (CR) [> 1]: 

 

 

 

  Bit Rate (BR) [bits per pixel]:  

 

 

 

Lossy compression distortion measures: [M x N image with P bits per pixel] 

 

 Mean Squared Error (MSE): 
 (Smaller the better) 

 

 Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR): 
 (Greater the better) 

 

MSE and PSNR do not always correlate with quality as perceived by the human eye! 



Embedded Coding 

Embedded Coding: 

 Information in the coded bit stream is in the order of importance 

 Lower bit rates found in the beginning of the bit stream 

 Decoder can stop decoding at any point and the same image is obtained as would 

have been corresponding to the truncated bit stream 

 

Application: 

 Image browsing over low bit rate channels 

 

Example: 

 Embedded Zerotree Wavelet (EZW) Coding 

• Discrete wavelet transform 

• Zerotree coding of wavelet coefficients 

• Successive-approximation quantization (SAQ) 

• Adaptive arithmetic coding 

 

 



Wavelets for Image Compression 

Advantages: 

 Many coefficients for a typical image are small (easy coding) 

 Unlike DFT and DCT, basis functions can have both long and short support 

 Long support   -  effective for representing slow variations 

 Short support  - effective for representing edges 

 Wavelet decomposition results in frequency bands that are equally spaced on a 

logarithmic scale. Human visual perception behaves logarithmically too! (Vision, 

David Marr)  

 

Ideal Characteristics: 

 Orthogonal basis 

 Symmetric basis 

 - to avoid phase distortions that could result in distorted edges 

    -  to use symmetric expansion (better than periodic – More later!) 

 Finite support 

 M-band (M>2) wavelets offer superior compression performance 

      -  Coefficient decay rate = M^-kP  [k=scale  P=vanishing moments]  

      - Orthogonal transforms with symmetric finitely-supported basis 



Examples of Wavelet Transforms 



2-band analysis filters 



Scaling and wavelet functions 



Scaling and wavelet functions 



Reversible Wavelet Transforms 

Reversible transforms: 

 Many non-singular linear transforms that are invertible in exact arithmetic are often not invertible in 

finite precision arithmetic (rounding errors) 

 Reversible transforms invertible in finite precision arithmetic 

 Used in applications where it is undesirable to employ transforms that result in information loss 

 Desirable in image compression (even in lossy!) 

 

Reversible from nonreversible linear transforms: 

 Clever use of quantization to modify the original transform so that it can be computed using finite 

precision arithmetic while preserving invertibility and symmetry 

 Quantization makes the reversible transform nonlinear 

 Approximates the original transform 

 For Images, order in which row and columns are transformed is important  (nonlinear!) 

 

Approach: 

 Ad hoc methods: S transform, RTS transform, S+P transform 

 Systematic method: Lifting [Sweldens, 1996] 

 



Reversible transform example 

S Transform: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Maps integers to integers 

 Any two numbers can be unambiguously  

 determined from their sum and difference 

 Sum and difference of any two integers 

 have the same parity 



Lifting 

 Swelden (1996) proposed Lifting for converting nonreversible transforms into 

reversible transforms 

 

 Forward transform 

  Split     :  Decompose input sequence into multiple new sequences 

  Predict :  Numbers from one sequence are used to modify the values in another. 

  Scale   :  Normalization 

 

 Inverse transform: Maps the new sequences to the original sequence 

  Scale 

  Predict  

  Join 

 

 



Lifting Realization of a QMF bank 

 M-Channel QMF Bank 

 Polyphase representation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Mathematically convenient while 

dealing with multi rate systems 

 Computationally efficient realization 



Lifting Factorization 

 Factorize the analysis and synthesis polyphase matrices E(z) and R(z) 

 

Factors: (M x M)  

Scaling (S(i;k))   : Multiplies row/column i by quantity k 

Adding (A(i,j;k))  : Adds k times row j to row i or k times column i to column j 

 

 

Example: (M = 3)  

 

 

 

 

 

Factorize using a matrix Euclidean algorithm: 



Lifted transform example 



Reversible from Lifted Transform 

 Add Quantizers 

 Maps integers to integers 

 Computation uses fixed point 

arithmetic 

 Inverse transform has same 

computational complexity as 

forward transform 



Reversible wavelet transforms 

 After converting the linear wavelet transforms to reversible transforms… 



Transform performance evaluation 



Lossless Results 

 Uniformity and 

smoothness largely 

determine which 

transform is most 

effective 

 BCW3 and MIT97 

wavelets functions are 

very smooth and so 

they are effective for 

very smooth images 

 Due to discontinuities 

in the first order 

derivatives, CDF22 

and CDF24 are 

effective for images 

with sharp transitions 

 



Lossy Results 

 Earlier observations 

on transform 

effectiveness is true 

for most cases 

 At very high 

compression ratios, 

the best transform is 

hard to predict interms 

of PSNR. 

  Subjective tests are 

useful 



Lossy reconstruction: CR = 64 



Periodic Vs Symmetric Extension 

 Periodic extension produces jump 

discontinuities while symmetric 

extension does not 

 Periodic extension can result in 

expansive transforms while 

symmetric expansion allows for 

nonexpansive transforms 

 Hence, symmetric expansion is 

superior to periodic expansion 

 

 

 



Multi-Transform approach 

 No single transform yields best results 

for all classes of images 

 Include multiple transforms in the 

compression system, and dynamically 

pickup the most optimal transform 

based on the image. 

 

Classify images based on 

 Smoothness 

 Uniform intensity 

 

Transform Selection (Example): 

 

 

 

Image Wavelet 

Very smooth BCW3 

Moderate smoothness  

Large uniform intensity regions 

CDF22 

 

Non smooth variation Haar 



Multi-Transform Results 

Pick the best of all worlds! 



Conclusion 

 Symmetric wavelets are efficient for embedded image compression 

 

 Lifting can produce reversible transforms that well approximate their parent 

linear transforms 

 

 Effectiveness of a transform in image dependant, and hence, multi 

transform approach is useful in a generalized compression system that has 

no apriori information about the images to be compressed 



Demo 



Threshold = 1500 



Threshold = 1250 



Threshold = 750 



Threshold = 250 



Threshold = -250 



Threshold = -750 



Threshold = -1250 
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